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1  Cambridge IELTS 

14  

General Training  

With Answers 

Authentic Practice 

Tests.  

  

Authors: Cambridge University Press  

Description: Authentic examination papers 

from Cambridge  

Assessment English provide perfect practice 
because they are exactly like the real test. The 
Student's Book with answers allows students to 
familiarize themselves with IELTS and to 
practice examination techniques using 
authentic tests. It contains four complete tests 
for General Training candidates. An 
introduction to these modules is included in the 
book, together with an explanation of the 
scoring system used by Cambridge English 
Language Assessment.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy], Samabula [1 copy], 

Lautoka [1 copy]    

OPAC Link: Click Here  

LIBRARY  

New Arrivals March 2022 

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1E478965173RX.765&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=IELTS+14.+General+training&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191061%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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2  Essential German  

Vocabulary  

  

Author: Lisa Kahlen  

Description: is the course for you if you need 
help with your study of German. This fully 
revised edition of our best-selling course comes 
with plenty of hints on how to learn vocabulary 
effectively. For beginning learners or students 
who have a hard time grasping a new 
language, the Teach Yourself Vocabulary 
series has been totally revised to be a self-
teaching resource for teens and adults.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy], Samabula [1 copy],               

Lautoka [1 copy]    

OPAC Link: Click Here  

LIBRARY  

3  Official IELTS  

Practice Materials: 

Updated March 

2009.  

  

Authors: University of Cambridge, ESOL 

Examinations  

Description: A comprehensive resource pack 
from the IELTS partners to help teachers who 
are preparing students to take the IELTS test. 
Written by the IELTS partners including 
Cambridge ESOL examiners and material 
writers with many years of experience 
preparing IELTS tests, this pack shows how 
each of the tests is assessed and provides 
some valuable tips.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy], Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

LIBRARY  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1E478965173RX.765&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Essential+German+vocabulary+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191060%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1E478965173RX.765&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Official+IELTS+practice+materials+%3A+listening+and+speaking.&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191059%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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4  Pronounce it 

perfectly in French  

  

Authors: Christopher Kendris, Theodore 

Kendris  

Description: In mastering French, nothing is 

more important than learning to pronounce the 

words and phrases so that you can be 

understood. This CD-and-book program 

emphasizes speaking, sound discrimination, 

and standard intonation patterns that are typical 

of native French speakers, for example 

pronunciation of French vowel sounds, such as 

"u" and "eu," and French nasals such as "un" 

and "en," which many English speakers find 

especially difficult to pronounce.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy], Samabula [1 copy], 

Lautoka [1 copy]    

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included  

LIBRARY  

5  Japanese for  

Beginners: Learning  

Conversational  

Japanese  

  

Authors: Sachiko Toyozato  

Description: Designed for busy people who 
wish to pick up a working knowledge of 
Japanese on their own in just a few days. 
Provides a firm grounding in grammar and 
sentence structure using dialogues and 
vocabulary that reflect authentic Japanese 
situations and manga comic strips to 
emphasize contemporary culture and humor.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included  

LIBRARY  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1E478965173RX.765&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Pronounce+it+perfectly+in+French+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=5&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191058%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1647L00H1136N.775&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Japanese+for+beginners+%3A+learning+conversational+Japanese+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191056%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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6  Japanese Stories 

for Language 

Learners: shōto 

sutōri de manabu 

nihongo = Bilingual 

Stories in Japanese 

and English  

 

 Authors: Anne McNulty, Eriko Sato  

Description: A great story can lead a reader 
on a journey of discovery--especially if it's 
presented in two languages! Beautifully 
illustrated in a traditional style, Japanese 
Stories for Language Learners offers five 
compelling stories with English and Japanese 
language versions appearing on facing pages.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy], Samabula [1 copy],                

Lautoka [1 copy], Pasifika [1 copy] 

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included  

LIBRARY  

7 Political Stability 

and  

Sustainability as 

Key  

Success Factors in  

Developing 

Malaysia 

 

Keynote address by Tun Dr Mahathir 

Mohamad  

Description: This monograph features the full 
transcript of the keynote address of the fourth 
Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tun Dr Mahathir 
Mohamad who explained how multi ethnic 
Malaysia achieved political stability through 
affirmative action.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here 

CHE 

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=S6B7902082X09.779&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Japanese+stories+for+language+learners+%3A+sh%3Fto+sut%3Fri+de+manabu+nihongo+%3D+bilingual+stories+in+Japanese+and+English+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=8&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191057%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=164M9039S2R84.793&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Political+stability+and+sustainability+as+key+success+factors+in+developing+Malaysia+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191045%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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8  Reflections on Asia  

  

  

Authors: Mahathir Mohamad.  

Description: This book is a collection of 
monthly articles written by Malaysian Prime 
Minster, Dato Seri Dr Mahathir Bin Mohamad 
for the Mainichi Daily News of Japan between 
February 1999 and June 2000. All the articles 
were written when Asia was on the road to 
recovery from the currency crisis that hit most 
of the economies in the region in 1997.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

9  Bangsa Malaysia  

  

Keynote address by Tun Dr. Mahathir Bin 

Mohamad.  

Description: From an academic viewpoint the 
introduction of Bangsa Malaysia is a positive 
move as it represents an extension of the 
historical and current development trends that 
will allow Malaysia to shape a future of unity.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

10  Globalisation and 

the New Realities  

  

  

Authors: Dr. Mahathir Mohamad  

Edited by Hashim Makaruddin  

Description: In this book, Dr. Mahathir 
Mohamad provides an incisive critique of the 
main aspects of globalisation and an 
explanation for this changing tide of opinion 
against the concept of globalisation." 
"Globalisation, deregulation and liberalisation 
in a borderless world must be handled with 
care as they are means to an end - not ends in 
themselves. Globalisation must result in a 
better life for all.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

CHE  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=164M9039S2R84.793&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Reflections+on+Asia+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191033%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=164790S233G2W.800&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Bangsa+Malaysia+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191032%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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OPAC Link: Click Here  

11  Perdana Discourse  

Series  

  

Author: Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad  

Description: From national unity to education 
from political stability to international relations 
from the economy to women and youth, Tun 
Dr Mahathir Mohamad gives his frank views 
and unique insights into these issues of 
Malaysian concern mixing history with 
contemporary politics in his customary 
forthright and witty style.    

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click  

CHE  

12  Islam and  

Islamisation  

  

Editor: Zarina Abu Bakar  

Description: Islam means peace, purity, 
submission and obedience. Islam means 
submission to the will of one God (Allah) and 
obedience of his law. Islamisation process of 
implementing Islamic virtues and principles to 
achieve a peaceful, just merciful and virtuous 
society.    

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

13  National Unity  

  

Editor: Zarina Abu Bakar  

Description: In this monograph, Tun Dr. 
Mahathir Mohamad, the fourth Prime Minister 
of Malaysia, speaks on the policies that the 
country's leaders have pursued in balancing the 
needs of the different communities as well as 
the risks and challenges that remain, 
particularly on the part of the majority ethnic 
community, the Malaysia.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=16479059W752O.808&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Globalisation+and+the+new+realties+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=4&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191031%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=16479059W752O.808&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Perdana+discourse+series+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191030%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1Q479150X5894.830&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Islam+and+Islamization+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191036%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1Q479150X5894.830&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=National+unity+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191037%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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14  The Role of  

Education in  

National  

Development  

  

Editor: Zarina Abu Bakar  

Description: This slim volume features the 
keynote address of Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad, 
the fourth Prime Minister of Malaysia, on the 
topic of education and how it is necessary for 
national progress. Tun briefly explains how 
education evolved into the formal system we 
know today, and how a focus on academic 
achievements has produced bright graduates 
lacking in moral compass.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

15  Islam and the  

Muslim Ummah  

  

Speeches by Dr. Mahathir Mohamad   

Edited by Hashim Makruddin.  

Description: Islam is a religion based 
principally on the teachings provided by the Al-
Quran which contains guidance for every 
aspect of Muslim life.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

16  Democracy, Human  

Rights, EAEC and  

Asian Values  

  

Author: Mahathir Bin Mohamad  

Volume: 1   

Description: In this book it highlights the 
Malaysia’s press freedom, democracy and 
Asian Values.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1Q479150X5894.830&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=The+role+of+education+in+national+development+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191038%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1Q479150X5894.830&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Islam+and+the+muslim+ummah+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=6&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191035%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1Q479150X5894.830&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Democracy+human+rights%2C+EABC+and+Asian+values+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=16&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191034%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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17  Regional 

Cooperation and 

the Digital  

Economy  

  

Selected speeches by Mahathir Bin Mohamad  

Volume: 2   

Description: In this collection of speeches 
written and delivered in the 1990s, share his 
thoughts on ASEAN, APEC, South-South 
Cooperation and the importance of enhancing 
interstate relations. In supporting regional and 
international economic integration, Dr Mahathir 
believes that such cooperation cannot thrive 
within the framework of a master-disciple 
relationship. Instead it must be predicated 
upon mutual respect for each other’s 
sovereignty and sensitivities.    

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

18  Managing the  

Malaysian 

Economy  

  

Authors: Dr. Mahathir Mohamad  

Edited by Hashim Makaruddin.  

Description: It was certainly a difficult task for 
the Malaysian government under the 
leadership of Prime Minister Dato Seri Dr 
Mahathir Mohamad to manage an economy 
that was devastated by attacks on the 
Malaysian currency and stock market. The bulk 
of Dr Mahathir’s collection of speeches outlines 
his views on the financial crisis which engulfed 
Asia, including Malaysia.    

Location- Nasinu [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1Q479150X5894.830&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Regional+cooperation+and+the+digital+economy+%3A+selected+speeches+%3A+Vol.+2+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191049%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1Q479150X5894.830&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Managing+the+Malasysian+economy+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191046%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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19  The Malaysian  

System of  

Government  

  

  

Authors: Mahathir bin Mohamad.  

Description: Malay became independent in 

1957. In 1963 when Singapore, British North 

Borneo and Sarawak opted for independence 

through joining the Peninsular States to form 

Malaysia, the Alliance  

Party was enlarged to cater for the Sabah, 
Sarawak and those Singapore parties which 
wanted to join.   

Location- Nasinu [ 1 copy], Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

20  Current Political  

Trends and Their  

Impact on the  

Economic and 

Social  

Direction of 

Malaysia  

  

Editors: Zarina Abu Bakar, Izyan Syazwani 

Mohamad.  

Description: Perdana Discourse Series, 
organized by Perdana Leadership Foundation 
and UiTM. The objectives of the discourse are 
o facilitate inter-generational knowledge-
sharing and dialogue as well as to encourage 
interest in public policy and its impact on nation 
building.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1C47919H89Y27.835&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=The+Malaysian+system+of+government+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191040%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1C47919H89Y27.835&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Current+political+trends+and+their+impact+on+the+economic+and+social+direction+of+Malaysia+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=5&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191041%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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21  Social Re- 

Engineering  

  

Editor: Zarina Abu Bakar.   

Description: Tun briefly explains how social re-
engineering is not so much an outcome by 
design but a gradual process facilitated by 
public policy. He dwells on the question that 
plagues many Malaysians still, 61 years after 
Independence, "Who is a Malaysian?". He also 
touches on the importance of value systems 
and its impact on character.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

CHE  

22  Essential Spanish  

  

Editors: Enrique Montes and Suzanne 

McQuade.   

Description: At the core of Essential Spanish 

is the Living Language  

Method(tm), based on linguistic science, 
proven techniques, and over 65 years of 
experience. Our method teaches you the whole 
language, so you can express yourself, not just 
recite memorized words or scripts.    

Location- Lautoka [1 copy], Nasinu [1 copy]   

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included  

LIBRARY  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1C47919H89Y27.835&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Social+re-engineering+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191039%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1C47919H89Y27.835&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Essential+Spanish+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=7&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191052%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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23  Intermediate  

Spanish  

  

Editors: Enrique Montes and Suzanne 

McQuade.   

Description: This text is intermediate Spanish 

and it expands on learning from Essential 

Spanish. This course contains i-depth review of 

key vocabulary and grammar including 

teaching phrases, sentences, and everyday 

conversations. There is a self-graded quiz at 

the end of each unit and four lessons per unit. 

Units cover talking about yourself and your 

family, everyday life, health and human body, 

using the telephone, and getting around town.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy], Nasinu [1 copy], 

Pasifika [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included  

LIBRARY  

24  Advanced Spanish  

  

Editors: Enrique Montes and Suzanne 

McQuade.   

Description: At the core of Advanced Spanish 

is the Living Language  

MethodTM, based on linguistic science, proven 
techniques, and over 65 years of experience. 
Our method teaches you the whole language, 
so you can express yourself, not just recite 
memorized words or scripts. Millions have 
learned with Living Language.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy], Nasinu [1 copy],                

Pasifika [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included  

LIBRARY  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1C47919H89Y27.835&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Intermediate+Spanish+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=12&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191051%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=R64792X0808X4.840&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Advanced+Spanish+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191050%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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25  The Complete 

Guide to the TOEFL 

Test, iBT Edition  

  

  

Authors: Bruce Rogers.  

Description: TOEFL is a standardised test to 
measure the English language ability of non-
native speakers wishing to enroll in English-
speaking universities. TOEFL is one of several 
major English language tests in the world. 1 
CD-ROM with topics covered: English language 
-- Textbooks for foreign speakers, Test of 
English as a Foreign Language -- Study guides, 
English language -- Examinations  

-- Study guides, English language, English 
language -- Examinations, Test of English as a 
Foreign Language.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

LIBRARY  

26  The Complete 

Guide to the TOEFL 

Test  

  

Authors: Heinle Cengage Learning  

Description: The instruction and practice in 
the Complete Guide to the TOEFL iBT closely 
mirrors the actual test, helping students to 
master the skills necessary to achieve the best 
possible score on the TOEFL iBT test and 
prepare them for success in an academic 
setting.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy], Nasinu [1 copy], 

Samabula [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

LIBRARY  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=16486B7X655S8.2964&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=The+complete+guide+to+the+TOEFL+test%2C+iBT+edition+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191048%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1647C82Y44R47.882&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=The+complete+guide+to+the+TOEFL+test.&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=8&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191047%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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27  Essential Italian  

  

Editors: Laura Riggio and Giulia Bencini.  

Description: This book has been designed to 
teach the essentials of Italian in one semester. 
There are 10 lessons in this course. Each 
lesson is divided into three parts. This is a 
unique multimedia program that takes you from 
a beginner to an advanced level in one 
convenient package. 3 books: 46 lessons, 
additional review exercises, culture notes, an 
extensive glossary, and a grammar summary.  

Location- Nasinu [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included  

LIBRARY  

28  Intermediate Italian  

  

Editors: Laura Riggio and Giulia Bencini.  

Description: There are five units in this course. 
Each unit has four lessons arranged in a 
building block structure: the first lesson will 
present essential words, the second will 
introduce longer phrases, the third will teach 
sentences and the fourth will show how 
everything works together in everyday 
conversations.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included  

LIBRARY  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1UU79809046F2.878&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Essential+Italian+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191053%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1UU79809046F2.878&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Intermediate+Italian+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=6&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191054%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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29  Advanced Italian  

  

Editors: Laura Riggio and Giulia Bencini.  

Description: Is a continuation of intermediate 
Italian. Now that you’ve mastered the basics 
with Essential and intermediate Italian, you’ll 
take your Italian even further with a 
comprehensive look at irregular verbs, 
advanced verb, tenses and complex 
sentences.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included  

LIBRARY  

30  Cambridge  

Preparation for the  

TOEFL Test  

  

Authors: Jolene Gear, Robert Gear.  

Description: Cambridge Preparation for the 
TOEFL® Test, Fourth Edition, helps students 
master the language skills they need to 
succeed on the TOEFL® iBT and communicate 
effectively in an academic setting. Using an 
integrated skills approach that mirrors the 
structure of the TOEFL® iBT, this fully revised 
text is ideal for classroom use and self-study. 
The book contains hundreds of skill-building 
exercises covering all of the question types in 
the exam and four practice tests. A supporting 
skills section is provided to improve grammar, 
vocabulary, pronunciation and study skills. The 
CD-ROM includes the tests from the book plus 
three additional practice tests in an electronic 
format that simulates the online TOEFL® iBT.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy], Nasinu [1 copy], 

Samabula [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

LIBRARY  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1UU79809046F2.878&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Advanced+Italian+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=9&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191055%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1647C82Y44R47.882&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Cambridge+preparation+for+the+TOEFL+test+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=12&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191042%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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31  The Art of Body 

Talk  

: How to Decode  

Gestures,  

Mannerisms, and 

Other Nonverbal 

Messages.  

Audiobook  

  

Authors: Gregory Hartley, Maryann Karinch, 

Marguerite Gavin.  

Description: In The art of body talk, the 

authors share their highly successful READ 

(Review, Evaluate, Analyze, Decide) system of 

understanding body language, but with an 

exciting twist: they give you the skills to use 

READ to see what's behind those eye 

movements, gestures, and twitches, the skills to 

go inside the head of your source! Why stop at 

"what" when reading body language? The art of 

body talk shows you how to go all the way to 

"why"  

 Location- Nasinu [1 copy]   

OPAC Link: Click Here  

LIBRARY  

32  Pimsleur French  

  

Authors: Paul Pimsleur.  

Description: The 16-lesson (8 CDs) 
Conversational Course gives learners the first 
half of the incredibly effective and efficient, 
world-famous Pimsleur Comprehensive 
Program. Students will love the experience of 
acquiring the essential grammar and 
vocabulary of French, during the spoken 
practice sessions. It is this ease of language 
acquisition that makes the full Comprehensive 
Pimsleur Program so popular and successful 
for adult language learners.   

Location- Lautoka [1 copy], Nasinu [1 copy],                

Samabula [1 copy], Koronivia [1 copy],            

Pasifika [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

LIBRARY  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1647C82Y44R47.882&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=The+art+of+body+talk+%3A+how+to+decode+gestures%2C+mannerisms%2C+and+other+nonverbal+messages+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=15&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191044%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=1V4J783856498.12023&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Pimsleur+French+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191043%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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33  Essential Chinese  

  

Editors: Erin Quirk and Tanying Dong.  

Description: Chinese characters are a bit 
more difficult to master. Through essential 
Chinese you’ll see take it further sections that 
focus on a handful of important characters from 
the lesson you’re working on. This course also 
comes with the guide to Chinese characters, 
which is a step-by-step introduction to reading 
and writing Chinese characters.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included 

LIBRARY  

34  Intermediate 

Chinese  

  

Editors: Erin Quirk and Tanying Dong.  

Description: is a continuation of essential 
Chinese. An in-depth review of import 
vocabulary and grammar from essential 
Chinese. An expanded and more advanced 
look at some key vocabulary and grammar 
from essential Chinese. In introduction to 
idiomatic language and more challenging 
Chinese grammar.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included 

LIBRARY  

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=16V79M1853M06.909&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!127555~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=2&source=~!horizon&term=Essential+Chinese+%2F&index=ALLTITP
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=16V79M1853M06.909&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Intermediate+Chinese+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=6&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191066%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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35  Advanced Chinese  

  

Editors: Erin Quirk and Tanying Dong.  

Description: is a continuation of intermediate 
Chinese. there are four in this course. Each unit 
has four lessons arranged in a building block 
structure: the first lesson will present essential 
words, the second will introduce longer 
phrases, the third will teach sentence and the 
fourth will show how everything works together 
in everyday conversations.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

*Supplementary Included 

LIBRARY  

36  Complete guide to  

Chinese characters  

  

Editors: Erin Quirk   

Description: The goal of this guide is to teach 
you the essential for reading and writing in 
Mandarin Chinese so that you can write and 
decipher almost any Chinese character on your 
own, well beyond the specific characters 
presented here.   

Location- Nasinu [1 copy]  

OPAC Link: Click Here  

LIBRARY  

 

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=16V79M1853M06.909&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Advanced+Chinese+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=9&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191064%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=16V79M1853M06.909&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Complete+guide+to+Chinese+characters+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=13&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191062%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true

